**MAK-E-A-DINO**

**SUPPLIES:**
- Paper Plates (Pre-cut into halves, save the extra)
- Construction Paper (for Dino Heads/Feet, etc.)
- Tempura Paint (Different Colors)
- Rolling Pins
- Small Bubble Wrap (1’x .5’ piece, taped around rolling pins)
- Staplers or Glue Sticks
- Crayons

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. **Painting the Dino Body:** Set aside half of a paper plate. Take a rolling pin and wrap bubble wrap around the pin, secure it with tape. On a separate plate, add any color of tempera paint and roll the rolling pin onto the paint. Then take the paper plate half that was set aside and roll the rolling pin onto it to create your textured dinosaur body! Be creative and layer different colors of paint onto your rolling pin if desired. Let the plate dry. This is your dinosaur body!

2. **Head, Horns, Spikes, and More!** As the plate is drying, create your dinosaur’s special features and other body parts. Use the extra material from your paper plates or construction paper to create its head, feet, horns, tail, or spikes. Check out your favorite dinosaur books for inspiration!

3. **Putting It Together:** Once the plate is dry, ask an adult to help staple or glue the special features and extra body parts to the dinosaur body.

4. **A Word to Remember:** As you finish your dinosaur, ask an adult to help you write one word on the back of your dinosaur to help you remember something special you learned about it and its special features (i.e. carnivore, wings, flying, etc.).
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